
Health. Air. OpenSource.

We care about your breath…
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About air conditioners market
…in the world

+100 mio new
AC units

…yearly

+100 bn usd
New volume market

…yearly
CAGR 9.9%
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Questions that we had…

What if we could monitor the air quality in indoor spaces…

What if we could record that data and fill the database with it…
…and make it open for use….?

…sterilize the air conditioner and room where it is located… 
…from viruses…including SARS-Cov-2…?
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That’s what Dissyo does….

Sensors
air quality – CO2
temperature
humidity
air pressure
energy consumption
movement

UVC lamp (USP)…

all can be installed…

…on split and built-in devices

IT…web, app

product

advance technology used…and it is alive…
…but we will develop it further…
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How can you use Dissyo sterilization 
opensource map?

Mama’s shop
Sterilized yesterday
at 21h

Papa’s shop
Sterilized yesterday
at 23h

Uncle’s shop
Sterilized today 
at 03h

Looking for sterilized shops 
in Zagreb?

Open source data used…
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How can you use Dissyo opensource database?

…social benefits
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Revenues expected…

127 mio usd

Sales of Dissyo solution…
…in first 4 years…

Expected net margin 25%

? mio usd

Revenue stream
from data analysis

? mio usd

Revenue stream
from sale of technology

EU Funds as 
source of
financing?
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The team that created Dissyo…

Marko Fertelmes - technology
Works with air conditioners…and than 

come COVID…

Phone: +385 98 730 650 

Email: fertelmesh@gmail.com

Aron Tomic - IT
Loves IoT and cloud…

Phone: +385 97 7746 987

Email: aron.tomic@gmail.com
Srdjan Sverko  - operations
Old banker in need for money, so that 

other guys can play with it….

Phone: +385 91 6324 047 

Email: srsverko@gmail.com

Kristijan Skarica - technology
You do not want to be inside this guy’s 

head…crazy stuff there…..

Phone: +385 91 9289 084 

Email: kristijan@fastness.hr
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Thank you…

….and please do ask questions…
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